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A recognized leader in the field of cybersecurity, Jeremy
Samide possesses more than 15 years of experience in
research, development, and consulting with private-sector
business and government organizations. Jeremy Samide
regularly travels to speak about issues related to cybersecurity
threats for banks, insurance companies, and other
organizations. He has spoken in Germany, Morocco, Spain,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, as well as in cities
across the United States. At present, Jeremy Samide serves as
chief executive officer of the global security firm, Stealthcare.
He assumed this role after working as lead consultant for
Stealthcare Labs on threat intelligence and cybersecurity.
At Stealthcare, Jeremy Samide and his team provide turnkey
solutions for cyber threats using a cutting-edge, proprietary
intelligence platform, as well as hardware and software
security solutions from industry-leading partners. The
company also provides cybersecurity awareness training to
help keep organizations as safe as possible. Major law firms
and leading corporations turn to the company for risk
prevention and mitigation services to protect their valuable
private information.

Alongside his work with Stealthcare, Jeremy Samide is a fellow
of the international think tank, the Boston Global Forum, which
is chaired by former governor Michael Dukakis. Through this
organization, Samide collaborates with various leaders and
experts from around the globe to provide insight on some of
the most pressing issues facing the world. In addition to
building an action plan to establish the Ethics Code of Conduct
for Cyber Peace and Security, Samide developed a threat
index that looks at cyber warfare and terrorism in
collaboration with professors from leading institutes across the
country.

Address: United States

Website: https://jeremysamide.wordpr
ess.com/

Email: info@jeremysamide.com
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Stealthcare is a full service, global cyber security firm offering solutions that educate,
empower and protect. We believe a customized approach combining the best of human
and computer intelligence is the only way to effectively deal with the cyber security
dangers we face.
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